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Abstract:
The purpose of this technical report is to present an accurate overview of our ROV (Remotely
Operated Vehicle), BUD‐S (Bristol Underwater Disaster Solutions) and the design process. Our
team, The Bristol Bees, is from Bristol Community College (BCC) in Fall River, Massachusetts,
USA. This is Bristol Community College’s second year competing in the Explorer class. As a team
we worked to create a ROV that would accomplish all of the necessary tasks in the 2011 MATE
competition. For this disaster prevention themed competition our team hopes to complete all
of these tasks efficiently and in a timely manner. The ROV our team has built will perform the
mission while withstanding the pressures of underwater operation. In this report we will
describe BUD’s design as well as including the schematics we used to construct BUD. We will
also share our greatest challenges and how they were overcome with some methods of
troubleshooting our design. We will discuss some future improvements and lessons we learned
about building and ROV and the design process. We will reflect on our project as a whole and
acknowledge those who made it possible for us to be in the competition. Vital research on the
nature of the project will be discussed. We will also show a budget breakdown for the entire
project.
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ROV Budget

oads:
Design Rationale for Vehicle Systemss and Paylo
Frame:
The ROV fram
me is constru
ucted mainlyy from High Density Polyyethylene (H
HDPE), and
Darlex 35
5mm x35mm
m Aluminum
m Extrusion. The HDPE has material properties that make it
great for use in unde
erwater vehicles. It is verry strong and yet still ligght which allowed the fraame
durable yet
y still easily maneuverred. HDPE haas a Density of .95 g/ml which makees it almost
neutrallyy buoyant in water, and it doesn’t ab
bsorb water so its buoyaancy remainss constant even
e
at great depths.
d
It caan last in harrsh environm
ments because it has cheemical and corrosion
resistancce.
The Aluminum
m extrusion was chosen
n for frame cross
c
membeers and as a mounting arrm
for the fo
orward paylo
oads. Darlexx connectorss were used which allow
w the ROV to be easily
assembleed and disse
embled, and only requiree very few co
onnectors to
o make a verry rigid fram
me.
The modularity of the Aluminum
m allowed forr design changes to be easily
e
incorporated and
e
aree also used to protect eleectrical wirees connected
d to various
channelss along the extrusion
componeents.

Completed Frrame

Buoyanccy:
Fo
or the buoyaancy we cho
ose to go witth an , expan
nding urethaane foam cap
p that. The foam
f
consists of
o two liquid
ds that are premixed
p
and
d then poureed into a mo
old. The use of a mold
allowed us
u to form vertical thrusster tunnels right into th
he foam. Mo
ounting holess were also
drilled th
hrough the fo
oam at each
h corner and allow it to be
b firmly mo
ounted the frrame.
The foam hass several pro
operties thatt made it ideeal for flotatiion and as a structural
componeent of the ve
ertical thrustters. A comp
pressive streength of 250
0 psi ensuress that the foaam
will retain its shape at
a depths farr exceeding our expecteed operating depth. The foam also has a
s
(bend strength)) of 350psi which
w
allowss the foam to
o be handled
d without beeing
flexural strength
damaged
d easily. The 8lb density foam has grreat impact resistance
r
w
while
still pro
oviding 54lbss of
buoyancyy per cubic foot.
f
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Electrical System:
Much likee the rest off the electronics and mo
otors (the afffordable onees) in the wo
orld, BUD‐S runs
r
off of a 12V
1 system. Our system
m uses three 48V to 12V DC to DC converters, each rated at 20A,
2
to step down the sup
pplied MATEE power source. Each of the convertters are indivvidually fuseed;
h 15A and on
ne with 7A. They
T
are locaated in our watertight
w
(ttested to 15m) supply bo
ox
two with
onboard the R.O.V. The
T outputs from the co
onverters aree all isolated
d and they eaach have theeir
own job. The first and second co
onverter each power onee horizontal and one verrtical thrusteer.
t
two co
onverters will never exceeed 15A. Thee third and final
f
convertter
The curreent leaving these

only powers two 5V regulators connected to cameras, one 12 volt camera, and the PS2 Servo‐
Motor Controller Interface. The current leaving the third converter will never exceeds 7A.

Electrical Schematic
Propulsion System:
As a result of the mission taking place at 12.2m deep, we decided our R.O.V. needed to be able
to move through the water at a better than reasonable rate. BUD‐S comes well equipped with
four very powerful thrusters: 2 horizontal and 2 vertical. Most of the power comes from the 2
Vertical thrusters. They are made from 2 completely waterproofed (tested to 15m) 24V
135Watt Scooter motors. Each motor is capable of 2500 rpm. They sit inside of a sealed PVC
housing than is made of a 76mm end cap, a 76mm to 38mm reducer, and a 102mm length of
76mm pipe. A custom made O‐ring seal is the placed on the face of the motor. This seal sits
firmly up against the tapper of the PVC reducer. We then put a zerk fitting on the smaller end of
the tapper so the shaft could be filled with biodegradable marine grade grease. The center of
the end cap has a 4mm hole which we use to fill the rest of the housing with mineral oil. When
the thruster is not being serviced, the hole is blocked by a bolt. The horizontal motors are 12V
Johnson 4732 LPH (liters per hour) bilge bump cartridges.

All four motors
m
are fiitted with th
he same 4 blade 125mm
m bow thruster propellerr by Imtra. When
W
submergged .6m in ou
ur testing tank and poweered at 12V,, the horizon
ntal motors made
m
18.9 NM
N
at 8.5A while
w
the verrticals develo
oped 27.2NM
M at 3.8A eaach.

S
Control System:
The brain
n of BUD‐S control
c
systeem is the PS‐‐SMC‐06‐06 (PS2 servo‐m
motor contro
oller interfacce)
which is powered byy the PIC16F8
88. This board allowed us
u to make driving
d
easy for
f just abou
ut
everyonee who has evver played a videogame. It allows th
he pilot to haave fully variiable thrust in
every avaailable direction. The PIC
C comes with the softwaare pre‐burn
ned and needed very litttle
modification to be im
mplemented
d with our syystem. Insteaad of poweriing servos, liike this boarrd
was desiggned to do, we used to send
s
a pulsee signal to motor
m
controllers Parallaxx’s HB‐25’s. All
that was changed waas the refressh, maxes, an
nd mins of the pulse cyccle and the Interface wo
orked
flawlesslyy. The HB‐25
5’s each pow
wer one mottor and operrate at 12V up
u to 25A. Th
he current
leaving any one of th
he four indep
pendently fu
used controllers will nevver exceed 10A.
Tether:
prised of 5 wires
w
and is 25.9m
2
long. Two of the wires
w
are 8 gauge,
g
they
BUD‐S teether is comp
deliver power to the entire systeem. The otheer three are CAT‐5 wiress, one for thee PlayStation
n
controlleer signal feed
d, and the otther two forr video and micro‐contac
m
ct switch leaads.

Tools an
nd Mission
ns:
Mission One:
O
This mission involves
i
rem
moving the damaged riseer pipe. Firstt a line is to be
b attached to
the riser pipe and the whole riseer pipe is rem
moved from the wellhead. Then a strip of Velcro
o
attached
d to a 1 ½ diaameter PVC ring is removed from the damaged wellhead. Fiinally the en
ntire
riser pipee is removed
d from usingg manpower from the su
urface.
O Tools
Mission One
Velcro Ho
ook:

The Velcro hook is a piece of aluminum rod bent into a J shape, and with a tapered point. The
hook will be inserted in the PVC ring and the Velcro and ring are removed using reverse thrust
from the ROV.
Riser Hook:
The riser hook is needed to secure the damaged riser pipe to a line leading to the surface. It
constructed from a drywall toggle bolt that has HDPE extension pieces attached to the toggle
arms. One end of nylon rope is attached to the end of the toggle bolt and the other end of the
rope will be at the surface. The bolt assembly is secured to the frame by a 12V electromagnet.
The assembly works in the following way:
1. The bolt arms are inserted into the u‐bolt
2. Arms spring open once the pass through the U‐bolt
3. The toggle assembly is released from the frame by turning off the magnet
4. The line is pulled and the arms “grab” the U‐bolt
5. The riser pipe is then pulled to the surface
Mission Two
Once the Riser pipe is removed the damaged wellhead needs to be capped to stop all
fluid flow. The wellhead cap will be brought down by the ROV and it needs to stay in place for
until all other missions are complete
Mission Two Tool
Wellhead Cap:
The wellhead cap is designed to stop flow by blocking the wellhead using its own
weight. The main structure of the cap is made from several sections of PVC pipe starting with a
3in. diameter at the bottom, 2in. PVC in the middle, and a 2in. PVC check valve at the top. The
check valve is held open using a spring mechanism and a release pin attached to the ROV with a
nylon cord. Since the check valve is held open, water is allowed to flow through the cap making
it easier to position it over the wellhead. Above the check valve there’s a fishing reel attached
to buoyancy module made of Urethane foam. The purpose of the reel and foam is to allow the
whole cap assembly to be neutrally buoyant while it’s lowered to the bottom. The fishing reel
has a sliding pin stopping it from rotating. The sliding pin is connected to a lever at the lower
portion of the cap. Inside the pipe is a circular section of neoprene rubber which will provide a
tight seal between the wellhead and the cap. The majority of mass that will stop water flow is
provided by a 10lb cast iron weight that’s position concentrically around the middle of the cap.
The entire assembly will be attached to the ROV front mounting arm.
Here’s how the Wellhead Cap works.
1. The cap is lowered over the wellhead
2. The bottom lever is pushed when the cap is lowered which releases the fishing reel
release pin.

3. The buoyancyy module the rises to the surface alllowing the cap to fall intto position on
o
th
he wellhead
4. As
A the ROV re
everses away from the wellhead
w
thee check valvee release pin
n is pulled ou
ut
5. The check vallve closes an
nd all fluid flow is stoppeed

Wellhead
d Cap Rende
ering

W
Wellhead
Cap
p

T
Mission Three:
The third missio
on requires us
u to take a water
w
sample at a certain depth to determine iff
there is any
a oil prese
ent in the waater. To deteermine the depth
d
the sample is to bee taken at a plot
is used th
hat shows Co
olored Disso
olved Organiic Matter (CD
DOM) conceentration verrsus depth. The
T
water sample is to be
e taken from
m a 2 gallon bucket throu
ugh an open
ning created by a 3/4in. PVC
pipe. Oncce the appro
opriate deptth is found th
he water is sampled,
s
thee depth of th
he sample iss
recorded
d, and then the
t sample iss brought baack to the su
urface for an
nalysis.
Mission Tools:
T
W are using a combination of a UW
We
WATEC Digital Depth Gauge and a waater samplingg
device to
o complete this
t mission. The Depth Gauge
G
is a sttandalone unit that meaasures depth
h in
incremen
nts of .1m. A camera will be position
ned so that the
t LCD screeen on the gaauge can be
clearly reead. Since th
he gauge run
ns off of an in
nternal battery this setu
up provides a simple wayy of
accurately measuringg depth.
The water sam
mpler we deesigned is veery reminisceent of the deevices used in mid air
refuelingg. An inverted cone is atttached to 1”” stainless steel pipe. The metal pipee slides freelly
over a 1//2in PVC pipe that contaains a 1/4in plastic
p
inserttion tube. One end of fleexible hose is
i
connecteed to the insertion tube and the other end is con
nnected to the
t inlet of an
a In Tank Biilge
Pump. Th
he outlet of the Bilge pu
ump is conneected to a Platypus bag. The actual sampler
s
is
located on
o the front mounting arm, while th
he bilge pum
mp and Platyp
pus bag are mounted
underneaath the Foam
m Floatation
n Cap.

How the Sampler Works:
1. The inverted funnel is lowered over the sample bucket’s PVC outlet pipe.
2. The top of the outlet pipe reaches the narrow end of the funnel
3. The whole funnel section slides upward.
4. As the funnel slides up the insertion tube is lowered through the PVC outlet pipe
5. The bilge pump is then turned on to siphon the fluid sample from the bucket
6. Once the sample is collected
Mission Four:
The final mission involves the collection of biological samples from the water. The
biological samples are scattered throughout the bottom. There are 3 different types of
organisms that need to be collected and brought back to the surface; a sea cucumber, a
Chaceon crab, and a glass Sponge.
Mission four tools
To complete this mission we plan on lowering down onto the organisms and pushing
them into a storage compartment underneath the ROV. A camera is positioned directly over the
collection area underneath the ROV. Once the organism is completely enveloped underneath
the frame a “ram” door assembly is activated. The “ram” door consists is made from wire mesh,
and it slides back and forth on stainless steel rods. The door is by a bilge pump motor and a
rubber drive belt that rotate a threaded shaft. The rotation of the threaded shaft is what
actually moves the door forward and back. All of the samples will be pushed into a
compartment lined with nylon netting. While moving from organism to organism the door will
be in place over the storage compartment to prevent any organisms from escaping. The ROV
then returns to the surface along with the collected biological samples.

Theme:
Background
Deepwater Horizon was an ultra‐deepwater, dynamically positioned, semi‐submersible offshore
oil drilling rig [1]. Built in 2001 in South Korea by Hyundai Heavy Industries,[2] the rig was leased
to BP plc (formerly known as British Petroleum) on March 2008. [3] Before it’s demise in April of
2010, the rig was extremely successful and broke records. An example being when in
September of 2009, the rig drilled the deepest oil well in history about 400 kilometers
southeast of Houston, in 4,132 feet (1,259 m) of water.[4] The record breaking well had a
vertical depth of 10,683 meters. [5]
The Explosion and Oil Spill
On 20 April 2010 while drilling at the Macondo Prospect, located about 60 kilometers southeast
of the Louisiana coast, an explosion and subsequent fireball occurred on the rig caused by a
blowout. The explosion killed 11 workers and injured 16 others; another 99 people survived

without serious physical injury. The resulting fire could not be extinguished and, on 22 April
2010, Deepwater Horizon sank, leaving the well overflowing at the sea floor leading to an oil
spill. [6] The resulting spill flowed for three months and became the largest accidental marine oil
spill in the history of the petroleum industry.[7] The leak was eventually stopped On July 15,
2010 by capping the gushing wellhead.[8] This only came after about 4.9 million barrels of crude
oil had already been spilled on the ocean.[9] It wasn’t until September 19, 2010, that the relief
well process was successfully completed, and the United States federal government declared
the well "effectively dead".[10]
ROVs to the Rescue
As soon as the oil began leaking, BP employed remotely operated underwater vehicles,
700 workers, four airplanes, and 32 vessels. By April 29 they had escalated the effort and over
69 vessels, including skimmers, tugs, barges, and recovery vessels, were active in cleanup
activities. [11] The tasks of the ROVs employed by BP were one and the same as the ones we
have to simulate in this year’s mission. They were employed to:
1. Remove the damaged riser pipe
2. Cap the oil well using the lower marine riser containment (LMRP)
3. Collect water and biological samples
BP used various different robots to accomplish these tasks, some that even were autonomous.
The success of these ROVs relied in having a sturdy and reliable shell that could be easily
modified with different tools such as the Genesis XP2500 shears or the diamond coated band
saw from Cutting Underwater Technologies depending on the tasks at hand. This same
approach was used by us when developing our ROV. Unlike the Venom ROV and the Shilling
UHD, we decided to build a system that possessed greater vertical force then horizontal and
lateral force. When it came to collect samples our water sampling tool was based on the Bluefin
Robotics “Bluefin‐21” AUV used by NOAA which was fitted with a “Gulper” water‐sample
acquisition system. Although their Gulper was a syringe‐like and we chose to modify ours to use
a bilge pump instead. [12]

Challenges and Lessons Learned:
One of the most difficult aspects of this year’s competition was constructing an “underwater box”. Its
sole purpose was to protect all the very expensive components from the massive amounts of pressure
the R.O.V. would face at depth. We actually debated whether or not to actually “fully test” the box
because we could not afford to lose our investment. This did not prove to be an easy task the first or
second time we attempted it. Our box was constructed out of one aluminum plate and HDPE. The HDPE
was only used because we had extra from our frame and it was already paid for. We realize now that
you should avoid this material at all costs when making a box. It is very difficult to find any glue or epoxy
that will bond to it because it is a self‐lubricating plastic. We pretty much tried everything imaginable
and in the end resorted to a plastic welder, silicone, rubber tape, and marine grade epoxy. We now
understand that it makes a lot more sense to spend a little more money to get the job done right the
first time in order to save the even more valuable wasted time.
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